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INTRODUCTION

PURPOSE

The purpose of this report is to present in a generalized form
the results of the three and one-half months' survey of the antelope range in the plateau region of Northern Arizona. This investigation was taken to determine:
1. Hunting areas and number of permits to be issued for
each area
2. The summer population densities and distribution of
antelope
3. Range conditions
4. A management plan
5. Habits and behavior
6. Sex ratios
PROCEDURE
Data were gathered in five ways:
1. Field observations. A spot map was developed in the
field and the vegetation type was plotted as the terrain
was covered. Travel was principally by car, since the
flat nature of the terrain makes it accessible to this
mode of travel; and, for this reason, many roads varying in amount of use lead through most of the range;
2. Questioning the resident landowners whenever possible
for their opinions concerning game and hunting;
3. Cosulting U. S. Forest Service officials, who freely
contributed information regarding the herds within
forest boundaries and also provided the writer with
their grazing reconnaissance maps of vegetation cover
type;
4. Visiting the various county assessors, who very cordially assisted with landownership records and provided county maps ;
5. Covering much of the range in company of the Deputy
Game Wardens in whose districts antelope are found..
Forty-nine days were spent in the Phoenix office putting into
report form the field data collected. A planimeter was used in
computing the acreage figures referred to in the report.
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GENERAL STATEMENT

When this work was first outlined, a simultaneous elk survey
was contemplated, since elk range and the southern border of
antelope range roughly overlap. However, this idea was dropped
after field work started because of these complication :
1. At the time of the survey in the Springerville country,
the elk range on the Apache National Forest was still
inaccessible because of snow ;
2. At the time of the survey in the Sitgreaves National
Forest area, the elk had broken up into small groups,
scattered over a large area which could be covered only
by many days' foot and horseback travel. Also, in this
area, the Forest Service entertained tentative plans of
making a survey in the winter after the first big snow,
which forces elk to concentrate in lower country.
Comparatively few data on habits and behavior of antelope
were gathered because of the speed with which ground was covered. These notes will not be dealt with here but will be filed
and used to complement past and future findings.
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ENVIRONMENT
LOCATION AND EXTENT OF RANGE
The antelope range in northern Arizona comprises some
10,862,153 acres. Starting at the New Mexico boundary it extends
westward into Mohave county, an airline distance of approximately 270 miles. North and south it lies between the 34 ° and
36 ° parallels of latitude, having a span of 145 miles at its widest
point and about 35 miles at its narrowest.
TOPOGRAPHY
Basically, the entiLe...area consists. of _undulating plains with
the-contaurs deflecting_towar.d.the-llortheast -and - with mesas and
buttes cropping_out locally. The only mountain range of great
altitude and extent is the San Francisco range north of Flagstaff. 71b_e_altitude of the antelope territory varies from 3,200
feet to 8,200 feet . . . a variation of 5,000 feet. However, $8 per
cent of the range lies between the 4,900 and 7,500 feet elevations,
a difference of only 2,600 feet.
-

The area is drained by five major systems. The largest is the
Little Colorado river and its tributaries, which drains the eastern
half of the country. The Verde river system, which rises in the
far northwest corner with the Big Chino creek and drains toward
the southeast, is the second largest system, draining approximately one-quarter of the entire range. The Big Sandy river in
the West, the Cataract wash in the northwest and the Agua Fria
river in the southwest drain the remaining small portions making
up the other quarter.
TAILLE OF ELEVATIONS

Altitudes
3,200 to 3,600 feet
3,600 to 4,200 feet
4,200 to 4,900 feet
4,900 to 5,600 feet
5,600 to 6,600 feet
6,600 to 7,500 feet
7,500 to 8,200 feet
8,200 to higher

Acreage
90,356 acres
246,929 acres
906,317 acres
2,253,920 acres
5,045,560 acres
2,159,463 acres
166,644 acres
42,964 acres

Per cent of
Antelope
Range
2.0
8.0
20.5
46.0
20.0

Summer
Antelope
Counts
none
20
137
143
424
780
40
none

The area above 6,600 feet is summer range, being devoid of
antelope throughout the winter except in extremely mild years.
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The 5,600 to 6,600 feet elevations receive most of the drift from
the summer range. The area between 3,200 and 3,600 feet is winter range and is devoid of antelope during the summer months.
VEGETATION TYPES
The vegetation has been classified here into five types, differing from the Inter-Agency classifications in that grassland
includes several classes and woodland type includes areas of
lesser densities than are usually classified as such, because trees
and large bushes are important to the present day distribution
of antelope.
1. Woodland:

The characteristic plants are juniper and pinyon. The forage
varies from pure stands of grasses or weeds to a combination
of both. Antelope favor this type of cover when it is freely
interspersed with open areas or is not dense; some areas are
so dense that few to no antelope frequent them.
2. Timber:

The characteristic cover is conifer, usually yellow pine where
it occurs within the antelope range. The mixture of grasses,
weeds and browse which is usually found here attracts the
antelope to this type because of the protective covering it
provides as well as because of the variety of feed. The most
frequented areas are those that have been cut over in years
past and those where there are small meadows and parks
freely interspersed.

3. Grassland:
In most cases this could better be called snakeweed-pingue.
Included in this classification are the short and tall grass
types of grassland, as well as the meadows and saltbush types.
Perennial grasses predominate except in the meadow type
where sedges, rushes, moisture enduring grasses and weeds
predominate. Eicrotia lanata is an important forage plant
on much of this area as is the saltbush shrub which is usually
found in drainage bottoms, sinks, etc.
Annuals are abundant in this grassland type of country in
wet years, but cannot be depended upon in the lower elevations of this particular type.
From historical accounts concerning antelope, grassland was
the antelope range. However, today, where this type predominates over great expanses, antelope are relatively few. Civilization and overgrazing have driven them to the wooded
areas for protection and forage.
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4. Browse:
This constitutes a relatively small part of the antelope range
and usually occurs in country too rough and steep and often
too densely covered for the antelope. It is usually occupied
only during seasonal movements from one area to another,
or marginally. Characteristic of this type are Quercus sp.,
Turbine lla sp., Cowania sp., Ceanothus sp., and manzanita.
The grass cover is rather sparse and weed occurrence is erratic.

5. Desert Shrub:
Only one and one-half per cent of the antelope range is of
this type and this is used by the antelope only in the winter.
Mesquite, acacia, palo verde and prickly pear are a few of the
principal plants.
TOTAL ACREAGE
Acres
Type
Cover
3,594,668
Woodland
1,182,567
Timber
5,116,297
Grassland
600,594
Browse
160,667
Desert Shrub

Unsurveyed

207,360

10,862,153
Total
cent of the total
per
80
and
grassland
make
up
Woodland
range; the eleven per cent of timber cover is summer range.
CLIMATE
There is a wide variation in temperature on the range as a
whole. Ou the low plains of the northeastern portion which borders the great Painted Desert, the summer temperatures mount
to 100 ° to 106 ° . Over the mountain plateaus of the southern and
central portions the temperatures seldom exceed 85 ° to 95 ° ; westward from the Coconino and Kaibab National Forests the temperatures again begin to rise, reaching 110 ° in many localities.
. Night temperatures in the winter are severe over practically
the entire area. Every established weather station on the area of
ten or more years standing has an extreme minimum of below
zero, ranging from-3 ° at Truxton to —28 ° at Springerville.
Northern Arizona enjoys considerable sunshine, about 80 per
cent of the amount possible.
Flagstaff, in the center of the antelope range, has the highest
average wind velocity of any station in the State. Plains areas
have a lower average wind velocity but a more constant wind.
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The annual rainfall varies from five to twenty-five inches.
The area receiving 20 to 25 inches is entirely summer range for
the antelope.
RAINFALL

5-10 inches annual rainfall on 10 per cent of range
10-15 inches annual rainfall on 52.5 per cent of range
15-20 inches annual rainfall on 25 per cent of range
20-25 inches annual rainfall on 12.5 per cent of range

RANGE CONDITIONS
The general aspect of the range was unfavorable even though
precipitation for the past year was normal. Snakeweed and
ping-ue have so overrun the range from end to end that the carrying capacity of most areas has been steadily lessened. Snakeweed
was found to be the predominating sod cover in areas ranging
in elevation from 3,500 to 8,500 feet. . . in country of five inches
to 25 inches annual rainfall. The one ray of hope for better range
in the future is that some of the ranchers now run their cattle
in accordance with modern grazing practices.
Especially overgrazed areas included the major part of Navajo and Apache counties, parts of Dog Valley, lower Chino Valley, the Truxton district and parts of the Cataract Wash area.
RANGE UTILIZATION

Throuot necessity, the antelope-have to share
both their sum-

nier and winter range with domestic livestock. Competition for
forage is keen betweed sheep and antelope, as they both have the
same preferences, but unless conditions of severe adversity exist,
it is not as marked with cattle, which prefer grass. Cattle use the
entire range except some of the sheep ranges. Sheep number several hundred thousand head and their range is spotted throughout the antelope range, with the greater part in Navajo and Coconino counties. The only goat herds encountered were in the
vicinity of Richard lake in Navajo county.
Rocky Mountain mule deer and elk are the only big game
animals on antelope range and only a few of them are found
here. They inhabit the more heavily timbered and shrubby areas,
which are relatively small within the bounds of antelope country.
Small wildlife, depending on plants for food are prairie dogs,
gophers, -rats, cottontails and jackrabbits, all of which appear
to be on the increase. Porcupines are common on much of the
range and subsist on forage plants where timber is not available.
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SEASONAL FORAGE PRODUCTION:

The persistent and record-breaking cold of January, February
and March, 1942, was not favorable for the development of range
food; it had a decided retarding effect on new growth in areas
over 3,000 feet. Rains in late April produced enough forage
growth to help the range through one of the driest May-June
periods in the State's history. The shortage of annuals on lower
altitudes was noticeable.
PRINCIPAL PLANTS
1.

TREES AND SHRUBS:

Atriplex caneseens; chamiso
spirea
Chamaebatiaria
Atriplex wrightii
Lepidum sp; squawbush
Juniperus utahensis
Gutierrezia sarathrae; snakeweed
Eurotia sp.
Fallugia paradoxa; Apache-plume
Cowania stansburiana; cliff rose
Ephedra sp; Mormon tea
Quereus turbine lia; shrub live oak
Pinus edulis; pinyon
Artemisia sp; sage
Pinus ponderosa; yellow pine
Amelanehier; serviceberry
Eurotia lane ta; winterfat
Opuntia whipplei
Marrubium vulgare; hoarhound
Actinea riehardsonii; pingue
Mimosa biuncif era
2. GRASSES:

Houkloua gracilis; blue gramma
Boutelouti hirsuta ; hairy gramma
Huh/en bergia ton eyi; ring grass
Hilaria mutiea; tobosa
Aristida sp; three awn
Agropyron smithii; blue stem
Sitanion hystrix; bottlebrush squirreltail
.

-
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WEEDS AND SPRING ANNUALS:

Les querella sp; bladder pod
Agoseris glauea; dandelion'
Oenothera clavaeformis; primrose
Delphinium sp; larkspur
Astragalus sp; loco
Lupinus p; lupine
Malva rotundifolia; mallow
Salsola pestifer; tumblweed; Russian thistle
Cirsium sp; thistle

Erigeron divergens
Eriogonum alatum
Eriogonum wrightii
Convolvulus arvensis
Penstemon pinifolius
Hymenopap pus nudatus
Sinum neomexicanum
Erodium eieutariunt
WATER RESOURCES

On the whole, the antelope range is well supplied with water
in normal years or not too severely dry years. Water was being
hauled for stock use this year northwest of Hobble mountain
along the G-rand Canyon-Williams highway and in the Truxton
area west of Peach Springs. Usually the water is consumed by
domestic stock immediately upon being made available to
them, leaving none for wild game after the herds of cattle have
left. Neither of these areas, however, is in the most favorable
summer antelope range.
At the time that this survey was made in Apache county,
water conditions were not seriously bad. With the exception of
the Platt-Voight range east of St. Johns, there was ample water
for the antelope. Many of the large dirt tanks still held water,
and other stock water resources were available to antelope.
The main sources of water on most of the range are large
dirt tanks, or wells with pumps or windmills. Permanent live
streams accessible to antelope are rare, and because of the conformation and the geological formations, springs are few.
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LAND OWNERSHIP AND RANCHER-FARMER
ATTITUDE
-

Since the preservation of all wildlife is dependent upon the
administration of the land, land ownership becomes an item to
be considered.
The ownership status of land on which antelope are found
was obtained from the files of the various county assessors and
is classified as State, Federal, patented and vacant land.
State Land
Federal Land :
Forest service
National Park
Patented Land
Vacant Land

Acreage

Percent

2,236,560

20.5

3,621,35 0q
75,000f 34 0
41.5
4,519,243
4.0
110,000

The majority of the vacant land lies in the northwest portion
of the range and south of the Grand Canyon. The patented lands
on which antelope range are largely controlled by a few big land
and cattle companies and the Santa Fe Railroad. The. state, patented and vacant lands are year-long range, whereas the Forest
Service acreage is almost entirely summer range, supporting
between 58 and 60 per cent of the total population at this time.
The Coconino and Kaibab National Forests carry the bulk of
these herds, with 400 to 500 head summering most of the time
on the Prescott and Sitgreaves National Forests. Several head
of antelope penetrate the north boundary of the Apache National
Forest, but these make up not more than one per cent of the total
antelope population.
The state of mind of the executives of the large cattle companies as to antelope was not obtained first hand as they could
not be contacted in the field at the time of the survey, but the
attitude of these individuals was conjectured from interviews
with their foremen and other employees. The impression gotten
from talking to these people was that of willingness to cooperate
with the Game Department and an honest concern as to welfare
and management of the antelope herds.
The attitude of the smaller ranchers seemed to run more to
extremes. Some advocated the total removal of antelope from
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their range on the assumption that the antelope were eating too
much valuable forage and were of no value to. anyone. Some
Wanted total protection for the antelope because of the scarcity
of the species. Others wanted total protection because hunters
were the worse of two evils, while some were totally indifferent
to the situation. The sincerity and value of some opinions expressed appeared questionable after the survey of existing conditions in the field.
Reports of crop damage by antelope come from all sections
where farming is attempted within antelope country, but the
greatest damage occurs around the, agricultural settlement of
Chino Valley, north of Prescott, and in Pittman Valley, between
Williams and .Flagstaff. Depleted 'range conditions have added
greatly to this problem and the extremely dry condition of the
open range made the antdoLe particularly bothersome this year.
Several head of antelope were observed on cultivated land in
the day time at Chino Valley, yet three farmers contacted in this
area said that the antelope do not do any perceptible damage to
their crops, taking only a nibble here and there. All three farmers were located in areas easily accessible to antelope. One farmer
was more concerned about the damage incurred from porcupines.

PRESENT STATUS OF HERDS
DISTRIBUTION

•• For about eight months of the year, beginning in April, the
antelope occupy their entire range with the exception of a very
small area along the Verde river below Camp Verde and another
along the east side of the Big Sandy river below Wikiup (less
than one per cent of the total range). When the big herds return
to Anderson Mesa in April, many small resident herds remain
behind to summer on the low range. 'There is also some shifting
in the far eastern portion, but here, too, many remain as resident
herds. In other words, the antelope range contracts in the winter
and expands in the summer . . . antelope covering approximately
20 per cent more Area in the summertime.
At the time this survey was started, the antelope had returned
to their summer range and were scattered in small groups or
singly. In the early part of the survey, prior to July, 80 observations showed the average herd size to be four. During July, 87
observations showed the average size to be six with several herds
of 15 to 40 being seen. For the entire survey the average size of
herds was five.
.

-
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BARRIERS LIMITING DISPERSAL
Factors delimiting the present antelope range are civilization, vegetation cover type, and topography or a combination
of these.

Civilization:
From Winona to the New. Mexico border, a distance of approximately 160 miles, the delimiting, factors are a number of
conditions brought about by civilization. There are no antelope
north of Highway 66; formerly there were many but the Indians
and white men have killed out the resident herds. The last two
antelope were seen in 1932. No more antelope drift, into this area
from the herds to the south because of the much traveled U. S.
Highway 66, the Santa Fe railroaeand the four paralleling
fences accompanying these roads. targ' e herds winter and summer along the border of these roads but'40 not go beyond, although the terrain and forage continue favorable to antelope.
A large government project in the Volunteer mountain area
has forced most of the antelope of this area to move to adjoining
Garland Prairie, an area from which the main herds had been
forced by 'early civilization to the cut-over timber areas of the
Volunteer country which offered better protection and forage.

Vegetation Cover Type:
The antelope retains enough of its affection for open country
so that vegetation cover type has a decided effect on its distribution. The southernmost distribution of antelope from the New
Mexico boundary to the Verde river is determined principally by
large expanses of heavy timber and dense woodland areas that
lie between the antelope's normal range and the Mogollon rim.
The demarcation line is not as definitely pronounced as in other
cases but gradually fades out with antelope penetrating the
woodland and timber areas for a few miles where this cover is
not too dense. The terrain as a whole, however, does not continue
too steep or rough for antelope occupation as far as the rim so
cover type, not terrain, is the delimiting factor in this case.
Occasionally, some animals will drift to the rim. Three cases
have been reported between Baker Butte and Leonard Canyon.
One doe was reported seen this year off the rim to the south in
the Diamond mountain country ; this is, however, very unusual.
The five antelope in the Strawberry mountain area are recent
arrivals from the rim. Ten head of antelope were seen some years
ago in the Mazatzal range; where they came from or where they
went to is not known, but it is likely that they drifted off the
rim through Long Valley, or from Wildcat Canyon, thence down
the Diamond country.
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Topography:
The Verde river and the steep rugged slopes of Turret mountain to the west of the river keep the antelope of Mud Tanks
area from crossing to the herds of the Agua Fria district and
vice versa. Mingus mountain prevents the Chino Valley herds
from drifting further east. The Grand Canyon and the Little
Colorado Canyon stop the spread of antelope to the north and
northwest. A combination of topography and vegetation cover
type drives a wedge between the Bozarth Mesa herds and the
Chino Valley herds.
DISTRICTS
Within the over-all range there are certain natural and manmade barriers that subdivide the antelope country into eight
districts. (See distribution map.) There is little to no drift between these districts except in cases of extreme disturbances in
adjacent districts. The barriers offer boundaries which will facilitate the setting up of management and hunting units.
Districts number one and two are separated by the abrupt
walls of Silver creek and the Little Colorado river. Drift may
occur across Silver creek south of Snowflake, but small settlements and unfavorable terrain and vegetation cover type minimize antelope activity in most of this area.
District three is isolated from district four to the west by the
abrupt walls of Clear Creek Canyon and from district number
two to the east by Chevelon Canyon. The drift in and out of this
area historically was from the north, which has been obstructed
by civilization.
Districts four and five are divided by Oak Creek Canyon,
Flagstaff, the Santa Fe railroad, Highway 66 and many fences.
The division line between districts five and six is the least
obstructing of any. Cataract Wash has been designated as the
main boundary, but is not a barrier in itself. The principal factors that make these areas two separate districts are forage conditions and long distances between the most favorable locations
of each district. The bulk of the antelope in district number five
is in the central and eastern portion of the area and the bulk
of the number six herds is in the central and northwestern portions. Winter movements of antelope in district five may make
it necessary to change the demarcation line somewhat as many
of the herds drift toward district six.
District six is separated from district seven by the Santa Fe
railroad, Highway 66 and the paralleling fences, supplemented
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at the eastern end by unsuitable topography and vegetation
cover type.
District number seven is divided from number eight by a
broad belt of vegetation cover type (principally a dense growth
of scrub oak) and topography that is not favorable to antelope
occupation.
CONCENTRATIONS
Within the limits of the eight districts there were 32 areas
where the antelope were found concentrated during this summer
season. Of the actual number of antelope seen, 1,071 were within
these concentration areas and 101 were outside. Anderson Mesa
is not included in the foregoing figures . . . those used on the
distribution map are based ou a three day count made by the
writer in January, 1942.
The factors that seem to decide these concentrations are:
Forage, water, protection, competition with domestic livestock,
and the gregarious instinct of the antelope. Because so .many
variable factors motivate this behavior, these areas and their
boundaries are fluid or unstable in nature.
Some of the concentrations of the eastern range no doubt
changed considerably after the area was surveyed in April and
Ma,y. The summer distribution of domestic stock was not complete at this time and the extremely dry conditions that followed
probably forced the antelope to concentrate still closer to available water.
The three boxed areas shown on the distribution map have
been selected as typical to illustrate in detail the factors that
govern the concentration of antelope.
In the area referred to as Big Milky-Hardscrabble, the antelope are scattered into small groups, yet concentrating near
water holes that are located within the most favorable forage
areas. The bulk of the estimated population was within the area
taken in by actual counts, as very little sign was found in thesurrounding country and none at all north of the Puerco river .
The unfavorable forage conditions and the additional human_
activity to the south lessens the tendency for the animals todrift in this direction, thus making the Big Milky-Hardscrabble
herds a distinct concentration from the main herds of the Wildcat-Mesa Redondo areas across the Little Colorado river.
In the Table Mountain-Chevlon Butte-Richard Lake area the.
bulk of the antelope have been forced back along the border of
the Sitgreaves National Forest where natural conditions provide
protection as well as forage and water. To the north of these-
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herds is typical antelope country of open plains, but the range
has been badly depleted, water for game purposes is erratic and
civilization is a constant threat to their welfare. No antelope
were seen beyond ten miles from the northern National Forest
boundary.
Continual disturbance from sheep and goat herds of the Richard Lake area confines the main herds of antelope to the Potato
Canyon-Black Canyon area where they are bottle-necked by
Chevelon- Canyon to the west and by dense forests of pinyonjuniper to the south. However, this latter barrier. is being penetrated more each year.
-

The bulk of the Table mountain herds as determined at the
time of the survey, are resident herds. Their expansion is limited
on three sides by deep canyon walls. The area is connected to
the west with the Hay Lake area of Anderson Mesa by a long
strip of intermittent pinyon-juniper and grassland-meadow areas.
but the spring migration back to the Mesa had already taken'
place.
In the Big Chino 'Valley-Anvil Rock area the unfavorable topography and vegetation cover type of Juniper mountain have
split the two concentrations, and the antelope of these two areas
favor the edges of brush cover and water sources as well as avoiding the elements of civilization to the north.
HISTORICAL NORTHERN PLATEAU RANGE
The original range of the antelope included all of the Northern Arizona plateau except the high mountains and densely
wooded and timbered areas, but the rising tide of human settlement and the accompanying dangers to wildlife, pushed the few
remaining antelope back into small isolated pockets. Fortunately, these small herds happened by chance to be so strategically located that the resurgence of antelope upon former range
in the early nineteen-twenties left only two relatively small areas
completely devoid of antelope occupation.
One of these areas (mentioned under, distribution) lies north
of Winslow and Holbrook between the Navajo Indian Reservation and the Santa Fe Railroad and paralleling the highway. It
is entirely open grassland country and from accounts of the early
settlers, great herds roamed this area and what is now the Indian Reservation. Only with the closest of cooperation from the
Indian Service should the Game Department attempt to restock
this area.
The second area lies southwest of the Prescott National Forest and includes Peeples Valley, Skull Valley, Wilder Mesa and
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the Hillside district, in which areas the early settlers tell of
seeing and killing antelope. If the present herds on Bozarth Mesa
area to the north should increase greatly, the drift may extend
into these areas, but this would require many years at best.
The attitude of the present landowners in regard to restocking was not determined but it should not be attempted until
this factor has been investigated.
SEASONAL MOVEMENTS
The migration instinct is not a recent acquirement of the
antelope, but rather an endowment of nature from ages past.
The range has always been susceptible to adverse weather conditions severe enough to warrant a movement of mass numbers.
Perhaps the movement in historical times did not occur with
such seasonal regularity nor for such great distances, but it was
in great numbers.
Snows at the 6,000 to 7,000 foot level (45 per cent of the antelope range) frequently attain depths of one-half to two feet.
From the 7,000 to 8,500 foot level, snows attain depths of one
and one-half to three feet. Twenty per cent of the antelope range
lies within this zone, all of which is summer range and which
carries between 40 and 45 per cent of the total antelope population during the summer. Only ten per cent of the range has a
negligible amount of snowfall. As stated earlier, the major portio n of the range experiences very low night temperatures.
That the depletion of desirable forages has increased the tendency of antelope to shift ranges has been demonstrated in the
Anderson Mesa herds. Also, when the antelope leave the high
elevations of deep snows, they move only into the 15 to 20 inch
rainfall belt . . . seldom migrating into the drier submarginal
country with its correspondingly poorer range.
.

The major migrations occur in the winter and spring of the
year . . . the antelope leaving the high elevations in the winter
and returning to them in the spring.
In Navajo and Apache counties the entire drift is towards the
north, with the most dependable movement occurring in the
herds of the Springerville-Vernon area along the north boundary
of the Apache National Forest. The most constant herds are
those in the vicinity of the Petrified National Forest and east
of St. Johns.
The greatest change in the concentrations of antelope takes
place in Coconino county which is the central part of the antelope range. The Anderson Mesa herds move to the east, those
from the Babbitt Springs country traveling 12 to 15 miles ; the
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Apache Maid-Mud Tanks herds move west into the Verde River
Valley ; the Pittman Valley-Kendrick mountain herds move
north and northeast, some herds traveling 18 to 20 miles; the
Red Butte herds move south and the Bill Williams herds move
south and southwest.

-

In Yavapai and Mohave counties the drift is relatively small,
the greatest change in the winter over the summer being the
greater consolidation of herds.
A better conception of the movements of these many herds
(other than Anderson Mesa), their cause and their extent
require further study at the time of their occurrence.
CENSUS AND RATIO
Complete Cénsus figures are difficult to collect after the animals have scattered on the summer range, but from actual
counts, recent sign and estimates by the resident landowners, a
fairly accurate figure can be arrived at.
The findings are tabulated as follows :
Antelope Seen
a)

o

–

ti

os

44
1
2
3
4
5
6
7&8
Totals

E

3
2

2,301,312
900,057
318,489
1,760,229
1,697,280
1,298,919
2,585,857

735- 845
200- 225
250- 300
2695-3060
685- 760
350- 400
1140-1325

2,723
4,000
1,062
575
2,233
3,222
1,951

43
24
35
124
32
25
107

90
25
24
108
31
28
78

_18,862,143

6050-6915

2,728

390

384

26
8
4
48

39
1
16
47
112
4
92

1:2.1
1:1
1:0.7
1 0.9*
1:1
1:1.1
1:0.7

88

311

1:0.98

:

*Anderson Mesa observations not included.

The acres-per-antelope figures include the entire acreage for
each district and are not an indication of the actual utilization
of the area as a whole on a year-long basis. The ratio for area
four, for example, is 575 acres per antelope; but on Anderson
Mesa, at the time of the survey, the ratio was between 90 and
95 acres per antelope, while the area off of the Mesa to the. east
had a ratio of approximately 1,266 acres per antelope. The reverse of this condition takes place in the winter. In each of the
districts one, two and three, there are several thousand acres
that are utilized very little by antelope at any time, while some
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areas in the districts carry heavy concentrations the year round.
.However, these acres-per-antelope figures do illustrate the uneven
distribution of antelope over the range as a whole.
Because the survey was made too early to get a fawn :doe
ratio for the entire range, only the western areas which were
covered last can be considered. Where a ratio could be computed
with accuracy the results were 106 does and 52 fawns, or a ratio
of approximately 1 fawn :2 does. Counts from districts six; seven
and eight were used.
The over-all buck :doe ratio of 1 :1- was as anticipated. In
some individual areas the ratio deviates from this figure considerably. In the Springerville area the ratio was nearly 1 :4; in
the Red Butte area of district five it was 1 :1.5; in the Copper
creek area of district eight the ratio was 1 :2, and in the Anvil
Rock area of district seven the ratio was 1 :0.33, a figure that is
probably off balance, but all persons contacted on this area agree
that there is a preponderance of bucks.
CONDITION OF THE ANTELOPE
Thé physical condition of the antelope, as observed in the
field,' did not appear to be unusual. They were in good pelage
and seemed alert and active, but the long, coarse hair that covers
their bodies gives them a filled out appearance that is hard to
judge in the field. Only one doe was seen that was shaggy and
dull in color.
-

The antelope will undoubtedly go into the 1942-1943 winter
months in relatively poor condition since the period between
April and August was the driest in many years. Late summer
rains in this northern part of the State do not produce the forage that they do further south because of the shorter growing
season.
Records from the fall hunt will give a truer picture of the
antelopes' health than can be assumed without proof at the
present time.
LOSSES

Predators:
Predation, particularly by coyotes, has been a definite factor
in impeding the increase of antelope and this depredation has
been made easier since the prey is living under conditions which
do not point to a maximum of health and protection.
However, predation will be less serious in the year to come
as rather extensive trapping has been done on much of the anteLope range, and, too, the rodents are on the increase over the
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entire range, which will offer an abundance of "buffer" food.
Cottontail rabbits and California jackrabbits are becoming more
numerous throughout the area and rats appear to be extremely
abundant in eastern areas.
Seven hundred twenty-nine coyotes and 208 bobcats were
trapped on antelope range during the fiscal year 1941-42 by the
Fish and Wildlife Department (1). Such control will show a
positive result in game management as well as help the stockmen.
Results of trapping on antelope range for each district, including catches by Gene Holder, Pittman-Robinson trapper
district four, follow :
1

2

3

4

5

Bobcats
Coyotes
Lions
Wolves

41
137

20
20

45
155
4
1

34
205

22
43

Totals

178

40

205

239

65

District

6

7
46
169

0

215

Coyote sign was seen in all areas visited and 29 coyotes were
actually seen during daylight hours.
Eagles take many fawns but it is doubtful that they compete
very closely with the coyote. An eagle preys in the day time,
which makes it possible to observe its actions more .thoroughly.
Several times I have seen eagles make kills on antelope range of
jackrabbits, rats and snakes, and all of these instances took
place at a time when fawns were small. Because eagles fly, they
are also easier to see than terrestrial predators, yet few are
seen. Throughout the survey I saw but five eagles to 29 coyotes.
Lions do considerable preying on antelope in certain areas.
The most outstanding areas are Chevelon Butte, Jacks Canyon,
Chavez Pass, Fossil Creek and Sycamore-Copper Creek country.
Antelope kills reported by Gene Holder for district five in 1941
were: Jacks Canyon, 3; Chavez Pass, 1; Grapevine Canyon, 1.
(See Suggestions for Management.)
Poaching:
Uncontrolled killing by man .very nearly extinguished antelope in Arizona. Law enforcement has checked this wanton practice, but has not done away with it. Of the many people contacted on the range, not one failed to relate incidents of poaching
(1) Many other predators were killed by independent trappers, cattlemen and
sportsmen.
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and many feel that this is the main reason for lack of increase
in some herds. However, there seems to be a definite decline in
recent years . . . the most gory stories usually are of killings of
a few years ago. Although I was in the field almost continuously
for three and one-half months, I encountered no evidence of
poaching of antelopes.
The following conditions make close supervision necessary to
prevent poaching that would be serious to the welfare of the
herds:
1. Located within the antelope range or immediately bordering it are 52 communities ranging in population from 25
to 5,000 people. These communities, plus the many ranches,
farms and resorts give the area a human population of
90,000 to 95,000 . . . not all of whom can be considered true
sportsmen.
2. The gregarious nature of the antelope and the openness
of the range make the species easy prey (approximately
70 per cent success in the past hunting seasons).
3. The relatively flat terrain is conducive to motor travel,
making it possible to get in and out of an area quickly.
4. Juniper, which is one of the principal plants of the
country, makes excellent firewood, thus bringing many
woodcutters into the area . . . an element not favorable
to wildlife, if the opinions of the Game Wardens are to be
considered.
5. The attitude of many ranchers and farmers toward antelope is unfavorable.
6. The novelty of the species to many hunters, both local and
national, makes the antelope a highly valued trophy.
Severe Weather:
Extremely cold winters with deep snows and severe droughts
have caused great fluctuations in the numbers of antelope.
The winter of 1936 and 1937 was the most recent winter of
this kind. Snowfall for December, 1936, was extremely heavy,
then followed January, 1937 . . . "the coldest month on record
with the heaviest snowfall ; thousands of sheep and cattle perished in northern blizzards." (2) Certainly antelope are not able
to withstand such elements without considerable loss, and from
the many reports by local residents, they did, indeed, suffer. In
the Springerville-St. Johns district large herds drifted down to
(2) Climatological Data; U. S. Dept. of Agric., Weather Bureau, Arizona Section, Vol. XLI, No. 13. Phoenix, Arizona, 1937.
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the fields and hay stacks of the St. Johns settlement where many
were killed by poachers and others died from the cold and lack
of forage. The lowest temperature recorded was —31 ° F.
In the Long Ii country north of St. Johns, the ranchers say
that the antelope are not as plentiful as they were a few years
back, but are beginning to increase again.
In the Anderson Mesa area they were reported as being
cornered by fences where they died in droves, and on lower
ranges they were reported to be starving because of depleted
browse conditions.
The year 1934 was one of the warmest and driest years in
Arizona history. The lack of sufficient water supply and range
grass proved disastrous to stock and thousands became weakened
or died before summer rains set in.
Although such years as 1934 and 1937 are few, nevertheless,
the damage they do requires many years to repair.

HUNTING SEASON
REASON FOR AN OPEN SEASON

Before this particular survey was completed, a report was
made to the Arizona Game and Fish Commission with recommendations for the 1942 antelope hunt. Recommendations were
made almost completely on the basis of too many bucks for the
number of does. The equal sex ratio that exists on most of the
range is considered an unhealthy condition resulting in a low
fawn crop. Game experts have placed the most desirable ratio
at 1:5.
Many of the areas are now carrying full capacity under existing range conditions, the most outstanding case being the Anderson Mesa district ; but since the sex ratio is also out of balance, it was recommend that only bucks be taken again this
year. Under proper management in the following few years, a
surplus supply will be the controlling factor -in determining the
number to be taken in any area.
HUNTING AREAS AND NUMBER OF PERMITS
Some areas were recommended to be left closed because of
an insufficient number of antelope or a low buck ratio. Others
would be better used as check areas or reserved for future seasons when hunting may be more widespread after the war. Also,
it is felt that in addition to leaving a reserve, restriction to areas
especially recommended should make for a better organized, less
expensive hunt.
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In addition to the Anderson Mesa Unit, five new units were
recommended for hunting. (See attached map.)
Unit Number 1: Apache County, east and north of the Little
Colorado river. Number of permits, 75.
Unit Number 2: Coconino and Navajo counties between Clear
Creek and Chevelon Creek. Number of permits, 50.
Unit Number 3: Anderson Mesa in Coconino county which remained the same as last year for boundaries.
Number of permits, 410.
Unit Number 4: Coconino and Yavapai counties between the
Long Valley-Flagstaff road and the Verde
river and Oak Creek Canyon. Number of permits, 90.
Unit Number 5: Coconino county in the Kendrick mountain
district north of Highway 66. Number of permits, 50.
Unit Number 6: Yavapai and Mohave counties in upper Big
Chino Valley and Anvil Rock country. Numof permits, 75.
Total number of permits 750, an increase of 350 over last year.
Total number of antelope subject to hunting, 4,300 to 4,675.
No suggestions as to law enforcement or concerning specific
dates were made in the report to the Commission.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE MANAGEMENT

The antelope herds in Arizona have built up from near extinction to their present numbers with little attention from
agencies concerned with their status. The lack of public interest
in this animal when the numbers dropped to a low level, the
increase in predator control by and for the livestock growers
and the recession of homesteaders contributed largely to its
gradual increase.
. However, this trend did not produce annual sustained crops
for recreational use. There have been great fluctuations in their
numbers since their first come-back and to continue with the
same attitude toward their existence may easily result in the
antelope's permanent undoing. The lowest level was reached in
1921, at which time the U. S. Forest Service records showed only
25 head for Anderson Mesa. By 1931 these 25 head had increased
to an estimated 3,500. They again decreased from 1931 to about
1938 and by 1940 had increased again to 2,400.
While there is little of their present range where an increase
in the size of the herds would be justified, nevertheless, there
'should not be periods of years in the future when the antelope
must be removed from the list of recreational values for the
hunting and nature loving public. With the development of an
adequate management plan, antelope should continue to be a
game animal on the "allowed-to-hunt"list. The following suggestions are made with the hope that they will contribute toward
making this end an actuality.
.

PREDATOR CONTROL
I believe it has been proven, to the satisfaction of all concerned, that some degree of control must be continued year in
and year out to keep abreast of the coyote and bobcat and even
the lion.
The entire northern boundary of the antelope range is bordered by Indian Reservations and National Parks . . . both havens for predators. Year long trapping is possible along the borders of much of this country and should be encouraged in order
to catch the drift from these areas.
-

Trapping on the antelope range prior to fawning time would
be very desirable since the escape facilities available to antelope
fawns are not favorable.
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FURTHER STUDY

1. Life History and Habits:
There is a real need for additional observations and measurements to offset the paucity of information concerning the life
history, requirements and habits of the antelope. We have little
concrete knowledge of sex properties : minimum breeding age,
maximum breeding age, habits and requirements of does at fawning time and the number of does served by one buck ; of the habits
and requirements of fawns ; of seasonal movements, their cause,
extent and effects ; of water and salt requirements ; of the cruising radius ; of their resistance to the elements of their environment such as severe weather, natural enemies, civilization, harassment, domestic stock, etc.; of the phenomenon of horn shedding, when they are shed, how long new horns are in the process
of growing, reason for the shedding and the condition of the
bucks during this period.
The acquirement of this and other data in quantity from
reliable studies will replace abstract logic, which will in turn
result in a more workable and sound management set up as well
as provide a source of information that will answer the sportsmen's many questions about this particular phase of game work.
2. Of Range Utilisation:
Practically all of the winter antelope range is on the Public
Domain on which there are no adjustments in land uses and
policies that take into consideration the welfare of wildlife. This
has made the conservation problem of antelope even more
strongly one of forage conservation. It is pertinent, therefore,
that we know the forage preferences and seasonal food habits of
the antelope and in what way and to what extent the antelope
compete with domestic livestock in the use of the range.
The intricate details of such a plan would require considerable work on the part of the participating game technicians and
should be done with the help of other agencies experienced in
this type of work, such as the U. S. Forest Service, the Soil Conservation Service, the Taylor Grazing Service and the various
County Agricultural Agents. With this specific information plus
cooperation from landusers, wildlife authorities will be better
prepared in the future to devise a program of range utilization
for Antelope in common with livestock.
3. Of Disease: Wild animals are subject to disease and parasites the same
as domestic animals. Severe outbreaks of disease have been found
to occur in practically all species of wildlife studied.
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No evidence of disease was encountered on this survey, but
the tendency of sick animals to scatter and secrete themselves
makes it difficillt to obtain information on mortality from disease unless considerable time and effort is expended in each
district.
During the course of the past two antelope hunts, several
animals were killed that had cysts and lesions as well as other
ailments of peculiar character. Totally blind fawns and emaciated adults have been seen on past surveys.
The transmission of external parasites from domestic stock
to wildlife and vice versa is entirely possible as is the spreading
of mange. Losses among deer due to screwworms have been heavy
jn some years and it is possible that antelope have suffered from
this plague, also, and the resultant decrease in population laid
to some other factor not entirely responsible.
Some diseases disturb the sex ratio and may affect fertility
. . unbalanced sex ratios and low fawn crops are two outstanding conditions existing .among the antelope herds today.
The stomach worm of sheep and cattle, which causes anemia
and unthriftiness is a common parasite of deer. It contributes to
heavy winter losses when feed is scarce and living conditions
difficult. Antelope are in closer contact with sheep and cattle
than are deer and remain in large congested herds on depleted
winter ranges where feed is scarce and living conditions are
difficult. Could it not be that the great losses that occur at this
time of year are at least partly caused by this parasite? Of thirteen antelope specimens obtained by W. M. Rush in the Yellowstone National Park, six showed necrotic ulcers in mouth; all
showed decayed teeth; four were infected with lung worms, two
with intestinal worms, one with tape worms, all of them with
wood ticks. (3)

A thorough study of antelope diseases should be included in
a practical management plan of this species, with especial emphasis on the important and congested herds of the Anderson
Mesa region.
PATROLENG

The necessity for patroling by law enforcement officers is a
foregone conclusion. The 16,970 square miles of antelope range
come under the jurisdiction of six Deputy Game Wardens with
headquarters located at Springerville, I3ly Ranger Station, Flagstaff, Williams, Clemenceau and Kingman. Approximately sixty
(3) Northern Yellowstone Elk Study. W. M. Rush. Pub. by Montana Fish and
Game Comm., p. 105.
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per cent of these 16,970 square miles has adequate protection
from the law enforcement angle, this sixty per cent being that
area which lies within a thirty mile radius of each deputy's
headquarters and including nearly 75 per cent of the total antelope population. (See Deputy Game Warden Patrol-Frequency
Map.)
Beyond a fifty mile radius of these stations, however, lies
considerable antelope country which is so isolated from other
important game areas that through necessity it is neglected by
the deputies. These areas are: The Long H country in Apache
county; south of Holbrook in Navajo county ; Cataract Wash
country in Coconino county ; and the Bozarth Mesa-Francis
.Creek country in Yavapai and Mohave counties. It is not recommended here that officers in whose district these areas lie devote
more time to them at the expense of their present schedule, but
that additional efforts be expended in this direction when and
if help can be financed by the Game Department.
It will be imperative that this help be extended to these areas
if other efforts are going to be made to bring these areas up to
a maximum production and if they are to be maintained for
sustained use by the sportsmen.
The disastrous losses of the past occurred during deep snows
or severe droughts and could be largely overcome by extra patroling of areas where large concentrations are found when these
conditions prevail. Important factors to be determined at this
time would be:
1. Whether or not supplementary feeding is necessary.
2. If poaching is occurring, especially where the herds drift
toward small settlements or farming communities.
3. If there is excessive predation.
4. Whether or not disease is responsible for any losses.
5. If low fences are seriously obstructing the drift of the
antelope and causing them to concentrate in unfavorable
areas.
TRANSPLANTING
The transplanting of antelope from one area to another on
the northern plateau as a- density control method is not advised.
The antelope will tend to distribute themselves through migration on sparsely populated areas as these areas are made suitable
to them.
However, the transplantation of antelope from northern to
southern Arizona ranges from which they have been exterminated
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or nearly exterminated, would be a progressive feature in the
Game Department's program. With this in mind, 'possible trapping localities were looked for throughout the survey.
The best chances for successful trapping in the immediate
future would be on the State controlled wintering grounds of
the Anderson Mesa herds. Here, there would be no interference
from domestic stOck, which would allow the use of food, salt and
water for bait ; a greater number of animals could be trapped
in one operation because of the larger herds in this area ; the
trap would be on State controlled land and this could be made
a permanent fixture; facilities are convenient for the storage
of equipment and hay as well as for living quarters of personnel
while constructing the trap and waiting for the proper time to
make the catch.
A second area that should be seriously - considered in the
future, but which is not recommended at present because of the
paucity of antelope, is the Sycamore Creek-Copper Creek area of
district eight. In this region, the antelope are in an environment
comparable to that of the southern ranges . . . low altitude,
warm climate, moderate rainfall, similar vegetation cover, etc.
Another attractive feature of this area over the Anderson Mesa
site Is the shorter hauling distance, it being a hundred to a hundred and fifty miles closer to the southern planting sites. Also,
trapping would not have to be confined to the winter storm
periods.
Other possible trapping sites are : Chavez Pass area at the
southeast end of Anderson Mesa ; Mesa Butte area north of San
Francisco mountain in district five; and Upper Big Chino Valley in district seven.
REFUGES
The preservation of antelope is synonymous with the restoration of grassland which constitutes one of our greatest and most
important conservation problems. It does not take keen scientific observation to see that "Grazing refuge" rather than "Hunting refuge" is the urgent need of the antelope range at present.
Provisions should be made in each district for antelope in com- •
mon with livestock.
The establishment of antelope refuges by order of the Commission calling for the posting of signboards and the publishing
and filing of such orders as the law so requires would be unwise
procedure. With regulated hunting which dictates the units to
be opened and how • many to be taken from each unit, small or
large preserves would have no value and would be a hindrance
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in establishing a proper and efficient hunting program on the
outside areas.
Present refuges within the antelope range which were established primarily for the protection of other game species should
be recognized as such for antelope, also, otherwise it would tend
to defeat the purpose for which they were established.
SALT DISTRIBUTION
This factor, when properly managed in connection with other
practices, will contribute greatly to the dissemination of the
present herds and colonize them on range that now does not
carry many animals.
The distribution of salt was noticeably lacking throughout
much of the range, particularly on winter and sheep range. Past
observations have shown that the antelope have a strong craving
for salt. In fact, all herbivorous animals require salt to expel
the excess potash taken in with the vegetable food. (4) Also,
sulphurizing the salt lessens wood tick and other parasitic
attacks.
An effective plan would be inexpensive; the estimated four
cents per pound for distribution on the inaccessible deer areas
would be far in excess of the cost for distributing salt on the
accessible antelope range. Salting plans should be made by someone familiar with the range and the existing conditions to insure
the proper distribution and quantity. Further survey of the salting problems on the range could be made in conjunction with an
intensive water development survey.

s

WATER DEVELOPMENT
Water development activities in antelope country have been
conducted exclusively in the interest of and principally by the
stockmen. Consequently, the antelope, in order to get water,
have had to concentrate in the same area with livestock.
While this lightens the water problem for the majority of the
present concentrations, it is believed that a wider, more general
development of water sources will tend to distribute the herds
to new ranges and alleviate over utilization. There are large
areas in each district that do not have sufficient water for antelope consumption ; many watering places are inadequate through
dry periods or are fenced in. A good example of this condition
was encountered on the Wight range in Apache county. Here
the range is used only during the winter months by domestic
(4) H. H. MacDonald, Gig Game Management, p. 138. Published 1934 by
Cine, Dallas, Texas.
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stock and the only dependable water during dry times is inside
a tight, close-wired fence with but one narrow entrance and all
pasture fences radiating out from it. Though this sort of place,
will be braved by individual animals, it is not satisfactory to
large herds and cases have been reported of antelope dying in
the vicinity of these tanks rather than venture inside.
However, before any development is undertaken, a thorough
water survey should be made of each district to determine the
possibilities for development, the dependability and accessibility
of the present sources, the attitude of the livestock growers toward water development on their 'range for game use and any
other angle that might need consideration.
All waters developed should be enclosed by a fence unless a
written agreement can be drawn up with the livestock grower
that specifies he will not increase his stock, since this would
defeat the purpose of the project. If fences are used they should
be constructed with a high bottom wire to allow easy passage
for antelope and the enclosures should be large enough so . that
the antelope will not feel penned in.
Some dirt tanks are present that are too small to be of value
in extremely dry seasons. These might be enlarged to hold enough
water for controlled use.
HUNTING

The harvesting of excess big game animals by methods other
than hunting is expensive and not always too successful.
The limited license system should be continued for the itme
being. This system promotes the best regulated hunting by directing hunters to specified areas and eliminating over-kill on
some areas and building up the kill on others where it is justified. The interplay of this factor with -other management practices will eventually dispose of this undemocratic method and
it will be replaced by directed hunting with hunting privileges
for all.
With the restocking of former antelope ranges and wise
management of the entire lay-out, the annual antelope kill will
shortly become the second largest for big game in Arizona, being
surpassed only by Rocky Mountain mule deer.
Hunter checking stations should be operated at strategic
points, as these stations are indispenable with a regulated hunt
for collecting data and checking hunters in and out.

